In schizophrenia, grey matter deficits have been shown for many regions throughout the brain. These regions do not operate in isolation. Rather, they form a structural network of interconnected grey matter regions. To examine the mutual dependence of brain regions, this study investigated interregional coupling in lobar and regional grey matter volumes obtained from 146 schizophrenia patients and 122 healthy comparison subjects. Compared to healthy controls, schizophrenia patients showed both decreased (e.g. between left frontal and bilateral subcortical, pr0.005) and increased (e.g. between left temporal and bilateral subcortical, pr0.001) coupling between lobar grey matter volumes. On a regional scale, decreased coupling was most pronounced between fronto-parietal cortical regions and subcortical structures, and between frontal and occipital regions. In addition, an increased association was found among frontal and limbic regions, and for temporo-occipital connexions. Consistent with dysconnectivity theories of schizophrenia, impaired grey matter coupling may be reflective of reduced integrity of the brain's network. Furthermore, as cross-sectional volumetric coupling is indicative of maturational coupling, aberrant grey matter coupling may be a marker of neurodevelopmental abnormalities in schizophrenia.
Introduction
Schizophrenia is characterized by widespread structural brain abnormalities. Volume deficits have been reported for distributed grey matter regions (Shenton et al., 2010) . The presence of these structural alterations, at the onset of illness (Steen et al., 2006) , and in those at high risk for schizophrenia, including first-degree relatives (Chan et al., 2011; Brans et al., 2008; Boos et al., 2007; Gogtay et al., 2007) , suggests that the vulnerability to develop the illness may be present from birth. In healthy human cortical development, it has been shown that developmental changes in different brain regions are coordinated with one another. This 'maturational coupling' has been shown to be particularly evident between cortical regions with strong structural and functional interconnectivity (Raznahan et al., 2011) , possibly through mutually trophic influences (Mechelli et al., 2005) or common experience-related plasticity (Draganski et al., 2004; Hyde et al., 2009) .
Schizophrenia is believed to involve abnormal brain connectivity (Bullmore et al., 1997; Friston, 1998; Stephan et al., 2009 ). Indeed, both structural (Ellison-Wright and Bullmore, 2009 ; Van den Heuvel et al., 2010; Whitford et al., 2011) and functional (Van den Heuvel and Hulshoff Pol, 2010; Lynall et al., 2010; Collin et al., 2011; Fornito et al., 2012) connectivity impairments have been shown in schizophrenia. The origin of abnormal brain wiring remains to be resolved, but it may result from aberrant maturation of the connectome during brain development (Van den Heuvel and Kahn, 2011) . As this would impact maturational coupling, dysconnectivity might lead to abnormal volumetric dependence between grey matter regions. Putatively, this may account for the multifocal nature of grey matter abnormalities in schizophrenia (Shenton et al., 2010) . This study seeks to explore patterns of grey matter coupling in schizophrenia.
Experimental procedures 2.1. Participants
A total of 146 schizophrenia patients and 122 healthy comparison subjects were included in this study. Participants were recruited at the University Medical Center Utrecht, the Netherlands, during a large ongoing cohort (Genetic Risk and Outcome of Psychosis; GROUP). The affiliated medical ethics committee approved the study and participants gave written informed consent. Study participants were between 17 and 55 years of age and were fluent in Dutch. Subjects with a history of head trauma or major medical or neurological illness were excluded.
For all subjects, presence or absence of psychopathology was established using the Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History Interview (Andreasen et al., 1992) . Patients met Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) criteria for schizophrenia or related spectrum disorders. Healthy control subjects had no current or lifetime psychiatric disorder and no first-or seconddegree family members with a psychotic disorder.
For all participants, global cognitive functioning, as measured by total IQ, was estimated using four subtests of the Dutch version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence scale (WAIS; Stinissen et al., 1970) . Furthermore, as an indication of socioeconomic status, the highest degree of parental education was recorded. For patients, symptom severity was assessed using the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS; Kay et al., 1987) ; and the type and current dose of antipsychotic therapy was documented.
Finally, statistical testing of group-differences in demographic characteristics was performed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) for continuous and chi-squared tests for categorical variables. Demographic and clinical characteristics of all participants and the statistical significance of group-differences are provided in Table 1 .
Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data were obtained on a 1.5 T scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). Threedimensional T1-weighted scans (FFE pulse sequence, TR/TE=30 ms/ 4.6 ms, flip-angle 301, FOV 256 Â 256 mm 2 , voxelsize 1 Â 1 Â 1.2 mm 3 , 160-180 contiguous slices) of the whole brain were acquired. T1-images were processed using Freesurfer software (/http:// surfer.nmr.mhg.harvard.edu/S) (Fischl, 2012) . First, global brain volumes (i.e. total brain, cerebral grey and white matter, and ventricle volumes) were computed for each subject and subse quently compared between groups using t-tests. Mean (sd) global brain volumes, differences between schizophrenia patients and healthy controls in global brain volumes, and the statistical significance of the differences are listed in Supplemental Table 3 . In addition, the Freesurfer suite was used for automatic segmenta tion of subcortical grey matter regions and for automatic parcella tion of the cortical surface into cortical grey matter (GM) regions. This way, a total of 82 cortical and subcortical GM volumes were produced (see Figure 1b) . In addition to the regional parcellation, regional GM volumes were used to compute lobar GM volumes. To this end, five bilateral cerebral lobes were distinguished: i.e. frontal, temporal, parietal, occipital and limbic lobes, the latter including cingulate and parahippocampal gyri, hippocampus and amygdala. The remaining subcortical regions (i.e. caudate nucleus, putamen, pallidum and thalamus) and the cerebellar cortex were collapsed into one subcortical 'lobe' per hemisphere (Figure 1a) . Mean (sd) and group-differences in lobar and regional (Tables 4 and  5 , Supplementary) GM volumes are provided. Regional and lobar GM volumes were corrected for the effects of age, gender, and total GM volume, using linear regression.
Computing grey matter coupling
Grey matter coupling was measured as the Pearson's correlation in corrected grey matter volume between each possible pair of brain lobes or grey matter regions, across the subjects in each group. This way, for each subject group, two [N Â N] correlation matrices were populated with a total of N(NÀ1)/2 unique pairwise correlations in grey matter volume: one interlobar [12 Â 12] correlation matrix comprising 66 unique interlobar correlations; and one interregional [82 Â 82] correlation matrix with a total of 3321 unique correlations in grey matter volume.
Constructing networks of grey matter coupling
Structural networks were constructed from interregional correlations that were statistically different from zero in healthy controls, as demonstrated by bootstrap resampling. To this end, within each bootstrap, half of the subjects in the group of healthy controls were randomly selected and pairwise correlations were computed across these subjects. Second, 1.000 resampling repetitions were obtained, resulting in a distribution of correlation coefficients for each connexion. Next, this distribution was investigated to see whether it included zero. If more than 5% of all bootstraps included zero, the pairwise correlation was excluded; only those correlations that were consistently demonstrated in 95% or more of all bootstrap repetitions were included in the structural network of volumetric correlations and subsequently investigated for group-differences in pairwise correlation. These correlations were marked 1 in a binary matrix; all other correlations were marked 0.
Analysis of interlobar coupling (12 Â 12)
Permutation analysis was used to test the statistical significance of group-differences (Bassett et al., 2008; Van den Heuvel et al., 2010; Verstraete et al., 2011) in volumetric coupling for the connexions in the lobar network of grey matter coupling. First, within each iteration, random permutation of group assignment was applied, maintaining the original size of the subject groups, rendering two groups of 146 and 122 randomly assigned subjects. Second, interlobar correlations in GM volume were recomputed across the subjects in the random groups, and the differences between the groups were determined. This process was repeated 10.000 times, resulting in a distribution of differences in interlobar coupling that can occur under the null-hypothesis (i.e. null-distribution). Next, for each connexion, the original group-difference was compared to the null-distribution and p-values were assigned to the groupeffects by computing the percentage of findings that was more extreme than the original difference between patients and controls. To control for multiple comparisons, findings were subjected to a false discovery rate (FDR) threshold of q=0.05 (Benjami and Hochberg, 1995) .
Analysis of interregional coupling (82 Â 82)
The network of interregional grey matter coupling was examined for group-differences using Network Based Statistic (NBS) (Zalesky et al., 2010) . Analogous to Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM), NBS assumes that impaired connexions that are interconnected into a subnetwork are more likely to indicate true abnormality than isolated dysconnections. The topological extent of any such subnetwork is then used to determine its significance, thus avoiding multiple comparisons and corresponding correction, resulting in increased power to identify a contrast between groups (Zalesky et al., 2010) . The NBS procedure is summarized in Figure 2 and included the following steps: first, one correlation matrix [82 Â 82] was computed per subject group (Figure 2a ) and masked to include only those correlations that were consistently identified in healthy controls as described previously. Second, a test-statistic was produced for the group-difference in each pairwise correlation in GM volume (Figure 2b ). To this end, correlation coefficients of patients (r pat ) and controls (r con ) were compared using Fisher's Z transformation (Mitelman et al., 2005b (Mitelman et al., , 2005c . Next, any pairwise correlation with a Z-statistic such that 9Z9Z2.5, matching a p-value of 0.0062, was marked 1 in a binary difference matrix, and 0 otherwise (Figure 2c ). In the resulting binary difference matrix, the largest connected component was identified (Figure 2d ) and the size of this component was computed (Figure 2e ). Finally, permutation testing (10.000 permutations, randomizing group assignment) was used to test the probability that a subnetwork of such size would arise by chance (Figure 2f ) (Zalesky et al., 2010; Verstraete et al., 2011) . A component was declared significant if less than 5% of the random permutations of group assignment resulted in a contrast of equal or greater size than the observed subnetwork in the original computation. In addition, the procedure was repeated using a less conservative threshold (Zalesky et al., 2010) of 9Z9Z2.325, matching a one-sided p-value of 0.01 (Verstraete et al., 2011) .
Results

Interlobar grey matter coupling
Bootstrap resampling revealed a total of 33 interlobar connexions to be statistically different from zero in healthy subjects (Figure 3) . These correlations were subsequently investigated for group-differences in grey matter coupling. Compared to healthy controls, schizophrenia patients showed both increased and decreased coupling between lobar grey matter volumes (Table 2) . Coupling between left frontal and bilateral subcortical GM volume was lower in patients than controls (both pr0.005, surviving FDR correction). Increased coupling was found between left temporal and bilateral subcortical, between right temporal and left subcortical volume, as well as between the left and right frontal lobes and left frontal and left limbic grey matter volume (all pr0.012, surviving FDR correction). Using a more exploratory FDR-threshold of q=0.1 (Zalesky et al., 2010) , abnormal coupling was also found between right temporal and right subcortical grey matter volume (r con =À0.45, r pat = À0.23, p=0.017), and between the left and right temporal lobe (r con = 0.70, r pat = 0.56, p=0.022).
A post-hoc analysis with lobar GM volumes corrected for the effects of the current dose of antipsychotic medication, in a haloperidol equivalent, did not affect these findings.
Interregional grey matter coupling
In the regional analysis, 1.000 resampling repetitions identified a total of 596 interregional correlations in healthy subjects. Strong correlations in GM volume were found between regions within frontal, temporal and occipital lobes, between different regions of the cingulate gyrus Figure 2 Group-comparison of interregional coupling. (A) Compute a matrix of interregional correlations in GM volume across the subjects in each group; (B) produce a test-statistic for the group-difference in each pairwise correlation; (C) populate a binary difference matrix: elements corresponding to a test-statistic exceeding a predefined significance threshold are marked 1, otherwise 0; (D) identify the largest connected component(s) in the difference matrix and (E) determine and store component size; (F) apply random permutation of group assignment to determine the probability that a component of such a size would arise by chance. and between distinct regions in the left and right occipital lobe (Table 6 , supplementary, summarizes the strongest connexions).
NBS revealed two subnetworks of abnormal coupling between 12 (p=0.002) and 8 (p=0.025) grey matter regions (Figure 4) . The first and largest subnetwork consisted of abnormal coupling among bilateral prefrontal, left temporal and occipital, right parietal and bilateral limbic (i.e. bilateral parahippocampal gyrus and right rostral anterior cingulate) regions (Figure 4a ). In this subnetwork, coupling was higher in patients than controls among frontal and limbic (i.e. anterior cingulate, parahippocampal gyrus) regions, between left temporal and occipital regions, and between lateral temporal/parietal and limbic regions. Decreased coupling in patients relative to controls was found between prefrontal and posterior cortical regions (i.e. left pericalcarine sulcus, right superior parietal gyrus) and between regions in the medial temporal lobe and right fronto-limbic regions. The second, smaller, subnetwork involved abnormal coupling among the left supramarginal, postcentral and caudal anterior cingulate gyrus, bilateral subcortical regions (i.e. bilateral thalamus, right pallidum), and right inferior frontal gyrus (Figure 4b) .
Using an exploratory NBS-threshold matching a one-sided p-value of 0.01, one extended subnetwork ( Figure 5 , supplementary) was found, encompassing both previously discussed subnetworks, and comprising a total 43 dyscoupled regions (p=0.001). This subnetwork included increased coupling among bilateral frontal and temporo-limbic regions (23%) and among parietal and fronto-limbic regions (12%); increased temporo-occipital (14%) and decreased frontooccipital (12%) coupling and decreased coupling between fronto-parietal and subcortical regions (12%).
Discussion
The main finding of this study is the presence of abnormal volumetric coupling between distributed grey matter regions, reflecting reduced structural integrity of the brain network in schizophrenia. Both increased and decreased volumetric coupling were shown in patients relative to controls. These abnormalities in grey matter coupling are indicative of a disease-related loss of network integrity and are in concordance with recent reports of affected brain network structure in schizophrenia patients (Zalesky et al., 2011; Van den Heuvel et al., 2010; Skudlarski et al., 2010) and dysconnectivity theories of schizophrenia (Friston, 1998; Stephan et al., 2006 Stephan et al., , 2009 .
The presently reported impairments in grey matter coupling are consistent with previous findings. The Pairwise correlations in lobar grey matter volume per subject group, and group-differences (D; patients-controls), of those lobe pairs between which FDR-significant group-differences were found. L=Left; R=Right; p=p-value (permutation testing).
Figure 3 Network of grey matter coupling. Network of interlobar grey matter coupling identified in healthy control subjects by bootstrap resampling (1.000 repetitions). These connexions were subsequently investigated for groupdifferences in interlobar GM coupling. Similarly, a network of pairwise correlations between regional grey matter volumes was computed (not depicted) and investigated for groupdifferences.
significant reduction in volumetric coupling between the left supramarginal gyrus, part of Brodmann's area 40 (BA 40) and bilateral thalamus in schizophrenia patients is supported by a previous study reporting on affected thalamiccortical coupling in schizophrenia patients (Mitelman et al., 2005a) . Extending previous findings, our study also indicates abnormal coupling between the left supramarginal gyrus and the postcentral gyrus and right pallidum. Interestingly, these regions, i.e. the supramarginal gyrus, thalamus, pallidum and postcentral gyrus are interconnected into a neural circuit that is associated with language processing, including phonological processing and word recognition (Stoeckel et al., 2009; Sakurai et al., 2011; Sliwinska et al., 2012) . Altered coupling between these regions may thus reflect disturbances within such a network. In addition, our results indicate increased temporo-occipital coupling, consistent with strengthening of positive associations between temporal and occipital regions (Mitelman et al., 2005b) , which was proposed to relate to disordered sensory information processing in schizophrenia. Finally, reported decreases in coupling between corpus callosum and superior temporal gyrus and increased coupling between corpus callosum and medial orbitofrontal cortex (Hulshoff Pol et al., 2004) are consistent with our findings of increased interhemispheric coupling of the frontal lobes and decreased interhemispheric temporal coupling. Differences between our results and previous findings can also be reported. Most notably, positive correlations between frontal and temporal regions were identified in schizophrenia patients, but not in normal controls (Mitelman et al., 2005b (Mitelman et al., , 2005c ; results that could not be replicated by the present study. This discrepancy is likely to result from the fact that our study only examined those correlations that were first established in controls through bootstrap resampling. Indeed, a post-hoc analysis using a less conservative method (i.e. extending the investigation to include correlations that could be demonstrated in either of the subject groups) confirmed previous findings of increased fronto-temporal coupling (i.e. increased coupling between left rostral middle frontal and inferior temporal gyrus; left precentral gyrus and temporal pole; and right inferior frontal gyrus, and left temporal pole and right transverse temporal gyrus; all po0.006, permutation testing, 1000 permutations).
The exact biological substrate for impaired volumetric coupling, and whether the same pathophysiological mechanism underlies increased and decreased coupling in patients relative to controls, remains to be resolved. As interregional coupling has been shown to be particularly evident between regions with strong interconnectivity (Lerch et al., 2006; Raznahan et al., 2011) , the presently reported reductions in grey matter coupling may, to an extent, reflect reduced structural connectivity, which has been shown in schizophrenia (Kanaan et al., 2005; Kubicki et al., 2007; EllisonWright and Bullmore, 2009; Whitford et al., 2011; Pettersson-Yeo et al., 2011) . Nonetheless, a substantial portion of interregional correlations are not accompanied by diffusion connexions (Gong et al., 2012) , suggesting that there must be additional factors underlying impaired grey matter coupling. Alternative interpretations of volume correlations relate to shared molecular profiles or a common set of genetic influences (Raznahan et al., 2011) initiating volumetric coupling between regions. Furthermore, a common vulnerability to insults (Mitelman et al., 2005c) , e.g. of environmental origin, such as cannabis use, perinatal complications or (antipsychotic) medication, could impact grey matter coupling. Reduced grey matter coupling in schizophrenia may thus also be related to genetic or environmental factors relevant to the disorder. In addition to reduced grey matter coupling, our study also indicates abnormally increased grey matter coupling in schizophrenia. Increased volumetric coupling is unlikely to directly reflect increases in white matter connectivity and is more likely to indicate synchronized reductions in grey matter integrity. In addition to the previously discussed interpretations, these may relate to indirect or functional connexions between regions, or may result from the effects that impaired structural connexions exert on the brain network as a whole. Specifically, increased coupling may relate to a more isolated position within the brain network as has been suggested for frontal brain regions Lynall et al., 2010) , which would be consistent with previous reports (Mitelman et al., 2005b (Mitelman et al., , 2005c and our current findings.
It also remains to be determined at what point in time abnormalities in grey matter coupling occur. Importantly, cross-sectional correlations in cortical thickness were recently shown to be closely related to correlations in thickness change over time, suggesting that crosssectional coupling in cortical thickness is a result of correlated maturation over time (Raznahan et al., 2011) . The currently reported abnormalities in grey matter coupling may thus indicate an aberrant trajectory of ''maturational coupling''. Future studies examining grey matter coupling in individuals at high (genetic) risk for schizophrenia are therefore of particular interest.
Some methodological considerations should be acknowledged when interpreting the findings of our study. First, the majority of patients in our study received antipsychotic treatment. The effects of antipsychotics on brain volumes have been the topic of extensive debate (e.g., Lewis, 2011) . Antipsychotic medication has been associated with volume decreases (Ho et al., 2011) , as well as increases in, e.g. basal ganglia, volumes (Scheepers et al., 2001) , depending on the type of antipsychotic treatment and which brain structure is investigated (Navari and Dazzan, 2009 ). In the present study, a post-hoc reanalysis of volumetric coupling with GM volumes corrected for antipsychotic medication dose did not yield different findings, suggesting that aberrant grey matter coupling is not caused by antipsychotic medication. However, to definitively exclude the potential influence of antipsychotics on volumetric coupling, our findings should be replicated in a sample of antipsychoticnaïve patients. A second consideration is the applied correction for total grey matter volume. This was performed because diverging overall brain volume can introduce a correlation between two regions that are otherwise uncorrelated (due to the fact that the volumes of both regions are correlated with overall brain volume), and the possible influence of group-differences in overall GM volume on interregional coupling was sought to be eliminated. Thirdly, as NBS was used to investigate interregional coupling, individual links in the dysconnected subnetworks could not be declared abnormal, only the components as a whole. Despite this limitation, NBS offers a substantial gain in power as compared to link-based control for family-wise error rate (Zalesky et al., 2010) . Indeed, a post-hoc analysis examining individual connexions, using permutation testing and FDR-correction (q =0.05), revealed only three significant group-differences: relative to controls, patients showed increased coupling between the right medial orbitofrontal and rostral middle frontal gyri (p=0.0001) and decreased coupling between the left supramarginal gyrus and bilateral thalamus (p= 0.0001 and p= 0.0003, left and right respectively). These may signify the strongest groupdifferences. Finally, as volume coupling between regions was measured as the interregional correlation in grey matter volume across subjects, abnormalities in grey matter coupling could not directly be related to individual differences in clinical characteristics (Bassett et al., 2008) , such as symptomatology.
This study shows that, compared to healthy controls, schizophrenia patients show both increased and decreased volumetric coupling between distributed grey matter regions, as well as on a lobar level, indicating impaired structural integrity of the brain network. As cross-sectional volumetric coupling is reflective of maturational coupling, aberrant grey matter coupling may be a marker of neurodevelopmental abnormalities in schizophrenia.
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